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advocacy The profession or work of a legal advocate.
Solicitors should have a record of advocacy in the lower courts.

communism A form of socialism that abolishes private ownership.

companionable Suggestive of companionship.
They walked in companionable silence.

conformism Orthodoxy in thoughts and belief.

conservatism
A political or theological orientation advocating the preservation of the
best in society and opposing radical changes.
A party that espoused conservatism.

conservative A person who is reluctant to accept changes and new ideas.
The Massachusetts liberal who conservatives love to hate.

cultural Of or relating to the arts and manners that a group favors.
Influenced by ethnic and cultural ties.

custom Regular dealings with a shop or business by customers.
If you keep me waiting I will take my custom elsewhere.

decorum Suitability to the requirements of a person, rank, or occasion.
He had no idea of funeral decorum.

demagogue
(in ancient Greece and Rome) a leader or orator who espoused the cause
of the common people.
A gifted demagogue with particular skill in manipulating the press.

democracy A state governed under a system of democracy.
Demands for greater democracy.

democrat An advocate of democratic principles.
As a democrat I accepted the outcome of the referendum.

democratic
Characterized by or advocating or based upon the principles of
democracy or social equality.
Democratic countries.
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etiquette Rules governing socially acceptable behavior.
Court etiquette was now familiar to Joan.

fascism
A political theory advocating an authoritarian hierarchical government
(as opposed to democracy or liberalism.
This is yet another example of health fascism in action.

governmental
Relating to or dealing with the affairs or structure of government or
politics or the state.
Governmental policy.

gregarious Tending to form a group with others of the same species.
He was a popular and gregarious man.

institution
An organization founded for a religious, educational, professional, or
social purpose.
The institution of slavery.

liberalism
The holding of political views that are socially progressive and promote
social welfare.
Brooklyn prides itself on being a great bastion of liberalism and
diversity.

milieu A person’s social environment.
Gregory came from the same aristocratic milieu as Sidonius.

mores The conventions that embody the fundamental values of a group.
An offence against social mores.

political Of or relating to the profession of governing.
Political pressure.

privatize Change from governmental to private control or ownership.
They were opposed to plans to privatize electricity and water.

regimentation The imposition of order or discipline.

revolutionary Markedly new or introducing radical change.
A revolutionary discovery.

sociable
A party of people assembled to promote sociability and communal
activity.
Americans are sociable and gregarious.

socialism Policy or practice based on the political and economic theory of socialism.

surroundings The environmental condition.
I took up the time admiring my surroundings.

theorist Someone who theorizes (especially in science or art.
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totalitarianism
A system of government that is centralized and dictatorial and requires
complete subservience to the state.
Democratic countries were fighting against totalitarianism.


